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IQ-RAP IS WIDELY SUPPORTED
“The proposal would also offer national benefits to freight and supply chain routes,
boost trade and productivity, and support jobs and growth particularly in regional
communities.”
Assistant Minister to the Prime Minister Senator the Hon. James McGrath

“Throughout the life of the project I have been impressed by the diverse network of
partners who have come together to make IQ-RAP a reality.”
Senator the Hon. Ian Macdonald

“.. investment into well-researched, prioritised roads and bridges such as those in IQRAP will make a significant positive impact on the safety, productivity and resilience
of the road networks for all users.”
National Farmers’ Federation, President Fiona Simson

“..the road network should be viewed as a critical enabler for industries to be
productive and compete in globally competitive markets with significant growth
potential.”
Queensland Tourism Industry Council, Chief Executive Daniel Gschwind

“The effective prioritisation of investment is crucial to ensuring the limited funds
available for road infrastructure go to where they will have the greatest impact.”
AgForce Queensland Farmers Limited, General President Grant Maudsley

“A resilient, safe and fit-for-purpose road network will assist in accelerating
economic development..”
Civil Contractors Federation, CEO Damian Long

“We would like to recommend that IQ-RAP be endorsed and adopted as a matter
of urgency in planning for future road network investment by all three levels of
government.”
Brisbane Markets Limited, CEO Andrew Young

“We are supportive of the IQ-RAP vision to use quantified information to better
prioritise and make stronger funding submissions for regional and remote road
upgrade programs… We support the IQ-RAP and encourage all levels of government
to continue to engage to develop policies, programs and funding to support its
implementation.”
Australian Road Research Board, State Technical Leader QLD Matthew Bereni
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FOREWORD
Regional Queensland is a powerhouse in the Australian economy. Unlike any other state or territory,
Queensland’s economy is largely driven by the aggregated strength of its many regions and distributed
population. Industries such as mining and energy, agriculture, tourism and construction are significant
contributors to the national and state economy, and also create more jobs in regional Queensland than
Brisbane. Regional Queensland is a significant source of the $49.5 billion of product exported each year
through Queensland’s many ports and airports.
Despite the strengths of regional Queensland, there are also many challenges. Concerned about
the sustainability of regional communities, businesses and councils and understanding the
opportunities that road investment can bring, 49 funding partners across 82% of Queensland
came together to develop the Inland Queensland Roads Action Plan (IQ-RAP) as a wellresearched, evidence-based planning tool to inform future road network planning, programming
and investment. Multi-criteria analysis was used to prioritise road investment to deliver optimised
economic and social benefits over the long term across the large IQ-RAP footprint that is approximately
20 times the size of Tasmania. The work on IQ-RAP has demonstrated there are opportunities to enhance
productivity and road safety outcomes as well as regional economic development outcomes to ensure
the long term sustainability and resilience of regional Queensland communities.
IQ-RAP was launched in February 2016 and presented over the last two years to key Australian
and Queensland Government parliamentarians, departmental executives and leaders of peak industry
organisations to garner their support which has been overwhelmingly positive. In meetings with
parliamentarians and departmental executives we have been frequently asked to provide more detailed,
quantified economic and social benefit analysis on the IQ-RAP network to assist in taking IQ-RAP forward.
Questions have included topics such as productivity gains, benefits of sealing roads, opportunities to
diversify economies through tourism, impacts on regional and Indigenous employment, road safety and
council sustainability. To address these questions, we consulted widely with stakeholders and industry
experts to scope out the proposed projects. Please see page 4 for a list of organisations we consulted in
this process.
Following extensive consultation, we are seeking the support of the Australian Government to
extend the evidence base for IQ-RAP by undertaking research projects relating to economic
and social benefit analysis. Funding partners have contributed more than $400,000 in cash and more
than $250,000 in-kind to date to the IQ-RAP project. This has been a significant contribution by the
councils, RDA committees, RACQ and other partners whose core business is not state-wide regional
roads planning, but have undertaken this project nevertheless as it is so important to the future of
the inland Queensland communities. The proposed research projects will build knowledge and evidence
that will not only support IQ-RAP, but also other stakeholders in regional road planning and economic
development across Australia. The IQ-RAP Working Group is developing IQ-RAP 2 on behalf of
28 councils, their Regional Roads and Transport Groups, five RDA committees and RACQ, and is
seeking $2 million in funding over two years to deliver and manage these nine research projects
on economic and social benefit analysis.
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Deputy Chair
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Importantly this work will complement and support the focus of the Australian Government
in developing Australia’s competitiveness in agriculture and in developing Northern Australia
as demonstrated in the White Papers; it will also support the focus on improving productivity
to lift Australia’s export competitiveness by improving access to ports and airports to reach
international markets.
The Department of Infrastructure and Regional Development notes on its website “With our population
centres separated by vast distances, road transport infrastructure is critical to sustaining Australian
communities, growing our strong economy and improving our international competitiveness. The
Australian Government, through the Department, contributes to the prosperity of the economy and the
well being of all Australians by supporting continued improvement to our road transport infrastructure.”
The White Paper on Developing Northern Australia notes “We will fix the roads and telecommunications,
build the dams and deliver the certainty that landholders and water users need…. Key enabling
infrastructure will create greenfield supply chains across agriculture, aquaculture and previously
stranded energy and minerals resources. This will serve as the catalyst for new large scale projects in the
key investment priority areas…To boost opportunities for Indigenous workers and businesses, the
Commonwealth Government will require Indigenous procurement targets for all road projects
funded through this White Paper to drive Indigenous employment and supplier use.”
The Agricultural Competitiveness White Paper notes “The Government will improve Australia’s economic
future and living standards by investing in our transport infrastructure. Infrastructure investment will
improve the reliability, efficiency and accessibility of transport that underpins our competitive, regionallybased and export-orientated agriculture industries. The Government has committed to invest $50 billion
for current and future infrastructure requirements, $42 billion of which will be for the Infrastructure
Investment Programme to build the road and rail infrastructure of the 21st century.”
We recommend this Pre-Budget Submission to you and will be pleased to answer any questions you may
have. We can be contacted through Ms Glenys Schuntner, Secretariat at ceo@rdanwq.org.au or 07 4410
3655. We look forward to your support.
Yours faithfully

Cr Rick Britton
Chair
Mayor of Boulia Shire Council

Cr Jane McNamara
Deputy Chair
Mayor of Flinders Shire Council

Cr Tom Gilmore
Deputy Chair
Mayor of Mareeba Shire Council
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TERMS OF REFERENCE
Consultation
The IQ-RAP Working Group has engaged with the following organisations
in developing the Terms of Reference for the proposed economic and
social benefit analysis.
»» Office of the Minister for Northern Australia
»» Office of the Minister for Infrastructure and Transport
»» Australian Government Department of Infrastructure and Regional
Development
»» Australian Government Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet
»» Australian Government Office of Northern Australia
»» Australian Local Government Association (ALGA)
»» Australian Road Research Board (ARRB)
»» Austroads
»» Construction Skills Queensland
»» CRC for Remote Economic Participation
»» CSIRO
»» Infrastructure Australia
»» International Road Assessment Program (iRAP)
»» Outback Way- OHDC Inc.
»» Queensland Government Department of Infrastructure, Local
Government and Planning
»» Queensland Government Department of the Premier and Cabinet
»» Queensland Government Department of Transport and Main Roads
»» Queensland Treasury
»» Victoria Institute of Strategic Economic Studies

EXAMPLES OF SUPPORT FOR IQ-RAP
»» Senator Ian Macdonald
»» Senator James McGrath
»» Senator Barry O’Sullivan
»» Agforce Queensland Farmers Limited
»» Brisbane Markets Limited
»» Campervan and Motorhome Club of Australia
»» Central Highlands Development Corporation Ltd.
»» Civil Contractors Federation
»» Gulf Savannah Development Inc.
»» Infrastructure Association of Queensland
»» Isolated Children’s Parents Association
»» Liberal National Party of Queensland
»» MITEZ Inc
»» National Farmers’ Federation
»» Outback Queensland Tourism Association
»» Pauline Hanson’s One Nation Party Queensland
»» Queensland Farmers’ Federation
»» Queensland Resources Council
»» Queensland Tourism Industry Council
»» Townsville Enterprise Limited
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“An increase in (Australian)
Logistics total factor
productivity of 1% is
estimated to increase GDP by
$2 billion”
Australian Logistics Council

“Australia’s freight task is
projected to increase by
80 per cent between 2010
and 2030 with this rate of
growth seeing freight triple
by 2050. Higher productivity
road freight vehicles will have
an important role in road
accommodating this freight
growth”
Australian Logistics Council

“Agriculture supply chains
in Australia are often
characterised by transport
distances of over 1000
km between production,
processing and markets, with
transport costs accounting
for up to 40 per cent of the
market price”
CSIRO

Over the next 10 years
tourism visitor nights in
regional Queensland are
forecast to increase by 39%
to 95.6 million nights.
Tourism Reseach Australia

IQ-RAP PROJECT BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW
A UNITED, COLLABORATIVE APPROACH
IQ-RAP was developed in partnership with 49 funding partners,
including 33 local governments covering 82% of Queensland,
eight Regional Roads and Transport Groups, five Regional
Development Australia committees and RACQ, by taking a bipartisan approach to road network planning. A common goal
to improve regional sustainability and productivity and safety
on Queensland’s inland road network brought together key
stakeholders to develop IQ-RAP—a plan that marks the first time
a strategic network-wide analysis and long-term prioritisation
process has been undertaken on the inland Queensland network.
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WHAT IS IQ-RAP
The vision of the IQ-RAP is to increase the quality and accessibility
of the road network to maximise the economic prosperity of inland
Queensland, thereby contributing to Australia’s productivity,
quality of life, safety and equity outcomes.
IQ-RAP identifies the strategic road network west of the Bruce
Highway and outside South East Queensland, based on the
footprint of partner councils, and prioritises upgrades over the
next 18 years.
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The plan reviewed 16,000 km of the inland road network in the
western and eastern zones of Queensland and identified that
3,000 km of roads and 300 bridges require upgrades to reach ‘fit
for purpose’ standards. The IQ-RAP used multi-criteria analysis to
committed to Northern Australia roads within IQ-RAP through
prioritise investment into 5, 10 and 15+ year program horizons.
the Northern Australia Roads and Beef Roads Programmes.
Furthermore, approx $530 million has been committed through
ECONOMIC BENEFITS TO ALL OF QUEENSLAND
The inland Queensland area is an economic powerhouse with the Queensland Transport and Roads Investment Program (QTRIP)
resources and energy, agriculture and tourism industries to road projects within partner councils (excluding the Bruce
contributing significantly to export income and national Gross Highway), including local lower order roads that are not in IQDomestic Product. 52% of Queensland’s Gross State product, RAP.
Thargomindah

Toowoomba

Cunnamulla

St George

Hebel

that is approx. $150 billion, is generated outside Brisbane each
year and the IQ-RAP supports most of this area. Furthermore,
South East Queensland-based tourists and companies also rely
on the inland road network. One example is Brisbane Markets Ltd
at Rocklea which is Queensland’s only central fruit and vegetable
market, sourcing and distributing 550,000 tonnes of fresh fruit
and vegetables across Queensland each year. The JBS abattoir at
Dinmore, the largest in the southern hemisphere, relies on the
regional road network for 3,350 cattle to be processed daily.
Brisbane is also the largest source market of tourists to regional
Queensland.
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The vast majority of IQ-RAP partners have remained committed
to this long-term project, with 28 councils and their RRTGs, five
RDA Committees and RACQ supporting the update on data and
analysis to create IQ-RAP 2 which will be completed by May
2018. It will form the basis for further analysis and research as
proposed in this Pre-Budget Submission.

WHAT ARE IQ-RAP PARTNERS SEEKING
1. IQ-RAP to be used as an input tool to regional road planning,
programming and funding.

2. Funding to undertake wider economic and social benefit
analysis to inform future programs and investment – this
STATUS
is the focus of the IQ-RAP Working Group’s Pre-Budget
The IQ-RAP was publicly launched in February 2016. IQ-RAP
Submission for 2018.
Working Group representatives have met and briefed 22 3. Longer term and better funded road programs to provide
Australian Government Ministers, Senators and MPs and 31
more certainty for managing road assets and enhancing the
Queensland Ministers and MPs, many departmental executives
benefits that can be accrued.
and 42 peak industry body leaders to brief them on the IQ-RAP
and the opportunities it presents to develop regional Queensland, INDICATIVE COSTINGS
their industries, businesses and communities. Many presentations The IQ-RAP’s modelling shows that an average of $277 million
have also been made to infrastructure and economic development p.a. will deliver IQ-RAP over 18 years. This is equivalent to: 4.8% of
conferences. Support has been overwhelmingly positive.
the annual Queensland Transport and Main Roads budget; 0.5%
Since the IQ-RAP was launched, nearly $300 million has been of the Queensland budget; 0.096% of the Gross State Product.
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TERMS OF REFERENCE
Executive Summary
Economic and Social Benefit Analysis
IQ-RAP was developed by 49 partner organisations to better collaborate and coordinate road network
prioritisation for all parts of Queensland outside of South East Queensland and west of the Bruce
Highway. The first plan was widely supported by stakeholder organisations, so an update is underway,
for launch in May 2018.
The IQ-RAP prioritisation uses a Multi Criteria Assessment (MCA) to have an objective and quantified
framework that considers the road network condition and all the economic and social needs of the
regional and remote communities and businesses. Although the MCA has broad support amongst the
partner organisations, it has emerged that there is limited data available to quantify the economic and
social benefits.
Urban road projects have a well-researched and accepted basis on which to value benefits of road
upgrades, primarily through projected travel time and vehicle operating cost savings. The resulting road
upgrades, however, are often congested again within a decade as the infrastructure investment creates
economic and population growth along the corridor that was previously constrained. The actual benefit
of the road upgrade is thus quite different to the benefits on which the project was based. This is
understandable as it is difficult to predict and value the long-term impacts of road investments on urban
settlements and travel time forms a reasonable proxy.
Unfortunately, the process of modelling travel time and vehicle operating cost savings does not
adequately capture the potential value of road upgrades outside of urban areas. Road upgrades in
more remote areas do not just impact travel time and vehicle operating costs, they more fundamentally
influence whether a community or business has reasonable access for periods of the year. If weather
patterns often disrupt roads, possibly for long periods, or if an unsealed corridor can be a long and
arduous trip, many potential residents and businesses will choose not to invest in the remote area, and
many existing residents will suffer economic and social disadvantage. The economic and social impacts
are based on long run decisions that are not captured in travel time projections. Similarly, additional
costs or resulting loss of access to government services due to poor roads or declining population, has
the potential to spiral to further economic and social costs that are not captured in standard Cost Benefit
Analysis (CBA).
The IQ-RAP Working Group resolved to develop a research agenda to address the shortcomings of the
standard CBA approach and seek Australian Government funding support to implement this research
for regional and remote areas. This program has been developed for delivery over two years
with funding of $2 million. Terms of Reference are included for 9 projects and for program
management of the full research agenda. As the research is exploratory, the program is designed
to be modular and flexible so that outcomes from early projects can modify subsequent research
to deliver further benefits. The program budget will be split across the 10 projects according
to their needs to maximise value for money and progress the research agenda and data analysis
to the extent possible. Program management will be constrained to 10 percent of the budget.
The development of the Terms of Reference has involved collaboration with many stakeholders across
regional Australia, including academia, consultants, local government, state transport and planning
agencies and organisations with existing expertise such as Infrastructure Australia and Australian Road
Research Board (ARRB).
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The IQ-RAP Working Group will be the responsible Steering Committee. Program management will occur
in the Secretariat for the Working Group so that a close relationship is maintained between the decision
makers and the research outcomes, allowing adjustments to optimise the package of work as it is being
delivered. The outcomes will directly benefit IQ-RAP partners but will be made publicly available to
inform other stakeholders and benefit all regional and remote areas of Australia.
The Terms of Reference for individual projects provide a description of the purpose, rationale,
scope of works and outputs for each project. A brief summary is provided below to place them
in context:
»» Work Program Optimisation will identify mechanisms to optimise road work efficiency and local
government staffing by improving collaboration and delivering more predictable and consistent
work flow.
»» Benefits of Bitumen Sealing of Regional Roads will identify the economic, social and
environmental impacts of the bitumen sealing of regional and remote roads by exploring road
safety, travel time, road maintenance, vehicle maintenance, dust pollution and tourism implications.
»» Connecting with Inland Rail identifies the opportunities for the IQ-RAP road network associated
with the proposed Melbourne to Brisbane Inland Rail link and an intermodal facility at Toowoomba.
»» Learnings from the Outback Way explores the successful advocacy, planning and delivery of the
Outback Way upgrading from Queensland, through Northern Territory to Western Australia.
»» Road Safety Ratings will star rate the Local Roads of Regional Significance (LRRS) in the IQ-RAP
network based on the road design, condition and use data, utilising accepted methodologies.
»» Reliable Access for Remote Communities will identify the long-term benefits from upgrading
a remote road link to reduce the frequency and duration of road closures from extreme weather.
»» Remote and Indigenous Employment Impacts will identify the wider economic and social
impacts of road construction jobs on youth unemployment, long-term unemployment and training
and skills development across regional, remote and indigenous communities.
»» Drive Tourism Potential Across IQ-RAP will establish the potential for increased drive and coach
tourism visits resulting from road network improvements across the outback.
»» Incorporate Learnings in IQ-RAP 3 will assemble the learnings and data from the eight prior
projects and use these to update IQ-RAP and other road planning exercises in 2020.
»» IQ-RAP Social and Economic Program Management will ensure all projects take account of
prior learnings and are effectively managed and delivered on time and budget, and that outcomes
are made available to all stakeholders across Australia.
The IQ-RAP economic and social analysis research program explores road network impacts on regional
and remote communities and businesses so that better decisions can be made on how and where to
invest in our critical public infrastructure. The program will be delivered by an established collaborative
group of regional and remote stakeholders, with outcomes used to benefit all parts of Australia.
This IQ-RAP funding submission is supported by many stakeholders across the country and awaits a
positive decision from the Australian Government so that delivery can commence from July 2018.
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PROJECT 1
Work Program Optimisation
PURPOSE
To optimise road work efficiency and council staffing for regional and remote areas through improved
mechanisms to deliver predictable and consistent work flow and collaborative arrangements for road
construction and maintenance.

RATIONALE
Historically, council road construction and maintenance work on the state-controlled network is
determined through the Queensland Transport and Roads Infrastructure Program (QTRIP), providing 2
years of budgeted projects and 2 years of indicative projects, released annually with the Queensland
budget. Councils however, are expected to provide 10 year Asset Management Programs and must
commission longer life assets such as quarries and heavy equipment required for road construction.
Councils also suffer from a spiralling loss of skill sets and economic damage whenever they need to
lay off staff. The loss of jobs and families from regional towns have flow on impacts not just in loss of
income for local business, but also in diminishing levels of service provided in health, education and
other social services. The staff and lost services are difficult and expensive to recruit and replace when
work increases again.
The establishment of the Roads Alliance by Transport and Main Roads Department (TMR) over 20 years
ago was a positive step to promote regional and sub-regional collaboration amongst councils. This
has delivered benefits to councils and the state government by improving collaboration in strategy
setting to efficiently deliver road network outcomes. However, further benefits are available through an
enhancement or expansion of these arrangements to deliver a consistent program of work and broader
collaboration.
The starting point for an optimised work program is a comprehensive assessment of needs on a multiyear basis accounting for all facets of road upkeep and development, including provision for adequate
levels of routine maintenance, asset preservation, renewal and improvement. Knowledge and tools exist
for this to occur but are not yet consistently implemented. The National Assets Centre of Excellence
(NACOE) studies of the impact of heavy vehicles on road deterioration, infrastructure resilience, and the
management of risk and uncertainty in managing road pavements and the durability of bitumen seals
are sources of good practice.
Comprehensive forward, needs-driven programs are then necessary to optimise the efficiency of
delivery by: providing a basis for investment planning and funding; and offering a well-defined work
load covering different works types. This informs the financing of works and leads to reductions in costs
due to bulk savings arising from better packaging and scheduling of works. An example from TMR is the
Accelerated Road Rehabilitation Project which is achieving savings of between 20% and 40% by bringing
forward major works and delivering these through efficient alliance arrangements. Similar reductions
have been demonstrated where reseal programs, and essential asset preservation activity, are tackled in
the same manner.
The identification, including regeneration of knowledge based solutions regarding the effective use of
local road building materials is also deserving of attention, and has received widespread interest in
western Queensland, and has relevance elsewhere. The challenge has been exacerbated by the loss of
experience and skills in the science and ‘art’ of using local resources leading to increased costs and
greater reliance on expensive processed materials. This impacts development and ongoing preservation
through higher prices which directly affects the output from any program.
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Previous investigations, including a Local Government Association of Queensland (LGAQ) report by
KPMG in 2015, have made recommendations to improve the sustainability of road work in rural and
remote areas. Potential opportunities and benefits include:
»» Certainty of work to retain skilled labourers and engineers within the councils
»» Consistency of work arrangements, definitions and reporting to ensure consistent quality of road
services
»» Sharing of resources across sub-regional groups of councils to reduce cost and time spent sourcing
external resources
»» Sharing of knowledge and skills across councils
»» Increased plant utilisation rates
»» Reduction in road work cost associated with optimised arrangements.
Although councils and TMR already seek to deliver these benefits through the Roads Alliance, Regional
Roads and Transport Groups (RRTGs), etc, there is scope for further agreements and formalisation of
processes to deliver benefits to both councils and TMR. Examples include:
»» Establishment of a set of principles about how regional work programming would work in practice
»» An on-going database of road work resources available across the regions
»» Formalise ad hoc workforce, plant and equipment sharing arrangements, especially for specialised
equipment
»» Investigate development of standardised unit rates where feasible
»» Opportunities for councils to enhance their TMR pre-qualification accreditation through
collaborative governance arrangements
»» Investigate joint purchasing arrangements for inputs that are not sourced locally, such as fuel,
cement and bitumen
»» Improved communication regarding works scheduling to enable more effective delivery options,
higher plant/fleet utilisation rates and sharing of specialised resources and skills
»» More consistent and predictable funding from TMR for road maintenance and upgrades.

SCOPE OF WORKS
»» A literature review and engagement with TMR, councils and stakeholders to analyse existing
arrangements that govern road funding amounts and processes for how and when project
approvals and payments are made.
»» An investigation of project costs and characteristics over the last 10 years for a range of case
studies to determine the variability for different project types and conditions, as well as identify the
factors that account for much of the variation.
»» The development of recommendations that would help local and state government to deliver better
outcomes for the road network, local communities and taxpayers.

OUTPUTS
»» A report into the range of existing governance arrangements and actual project costs for a range
of road construction and maintenance projects in a standardised (eg per km) format and an
explanation of the major factors that explain the variability.
»» A list of recommendations that identify opportunities to improve the cost effectiveness and social
benefits available from investment in the regional road network through reforms in funding and
governance processes between state and local governments.
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PROJECT 2
Benefits of Bitumen Sealing of Regional Roads
PURPOSE
To identify the economic, social and environment impacts of the bitumen sealing of regional and remote
roads.

RATIONALE
There remain many regional and remote roads in Queensland that are unsealed despite being in the
state-controlled road network or Local Roads of Regional Significance (LRRS). Road sealing generally
improves road safety (by reducing the likelihood of a crash occurring), improves travel time, reduces
maintenance budgets, reduces dust pollution, and increases economic performance of the road. It is
expected that road sealing will encourage tourism traffic through improved safety and reduced travel
time.
Unsealed roads require more regular maintenance to counter erosion from rain and wind. They are
rougher and often in poor condition so they increase travel time, maintenance and repair costs for the
heavy vehicles and other road users such as tourists and community residents. Poor road conditions also
affect freight. Perishable fruit and vegetable products decline in quality affecting profitability; cattle lose
weight which affects profitability; businesses need to get some equipment delivered by airfreight as poor
road conditions can damage sensitive equipment.
The optimum treatment of unsealed roads has the potential to deliver benefits to industry and
communities. The challenge is complex due to the varied effects of climate, terrain and available
materials, as well as regular maintenance being critical. The impacts of heavy vehicles are also known
with less certainty, with gaps in knowledge surrounding real operating costs and impacts on the value of
products, contributing to the uncertainty in decision-making.
The choice of optimum strategies is complicated by the nature of the road network, with the quality and
availability of access at all times of the year affecting road users. Temporary loss of access can be critical
to particular products, and the access to essential services. Studies have shown that the breakeven
volume for the cost-effective upgrading of unsealed roads can vary by more than a factor of five, from
less than one hundred vehicles per day to several hundred vehicles per day. Choosing an optimum
strategy therefore depends on multiple factors, and knowledge of local circumstances. Examples of
exemplary performance of unsealed roads through good practice can have a significant impact, but such
knowledge and skills are not widespread.
Work in this area could be advanced considerably by harnessing existing knowledge, but also through
a closer examination of operating costs of vehicles and the variety of circumstances which help inform
efficient strategies. The optimum use of local materials and delivery methods are also key factors, and
therefore harnessing the full suite of options is vital.
According to the Cooperative Research Centre for Remote Economic Participation, transport expenditure
averages over 30% of household expenditure in very remote communities, about double the Australian
average, and bad roads are a significant problem nominated by 42% of survey respondents. Bad roads
also contribute to other significant problems including unaffordable fuel and public transport. Remote
community members without sealed road access have less access to jobs and education services and are
less likely to obtain a driver’s license and a registered vehicle with insurance cover. This limited access to
socio-economic participation contributes to higher levels of road crashes and road offenses with high
recidivism rates and is a significant social justice issue.
Vehicles travelling along a gravel or dirt road tend to result in large amounts of dust that creates safety,
environmental and amenity hazards for road users by reducing visibility. Previous research has identified
health costs associated with the dust particles and the National Environmental Protection Measure
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for Ambient Air Quality has established standards for particulates. Dust generated from passing traffic
could exceed these standards and have negative health consequences. Reductions in dust may improve
local community amenity and reduce cleaning and maintenance costs for local buildings and outdoor
equipment. Dust also impacts local vegetation, wildlife and agricultural crops. If the negative impacts of
dust can be quantified, they can be combined with the other impacts of sealing roads, leading to better
road project planning and prioritisation.

SCOPE OF WORKS
Conduct a literature review to identify existing research and practices that quantify the benefits of
sealing regional roads, and identify the benchmark figures in use across Australia. Separately identify
existing best practice costs and benefits for sealed verses unsealed roads across:
»» Road maintenance costs
»» Vehicle maintenance and repair costs
»» Travel time impacts
»» Safety impacts
»» Health and environmental impacts of dust
»» Higher productivity vehicle impacts and opportunities
»» Agricultural benefits of improved animal welfare and reduced freight spoilage
»» Drive tourism impacts and opportunities
»» Replacement of some off-road vehicles with two wheel drives
»» Resilience to natural disasters.
Conduct a research trial on the impacts of dust along one or several road links in Queensland. The
research would assess and quantify the amount and resulting impacts of dust and airborne pollution on
adjacent sealed and unsealed road links where the geography, weather patterns and traffic characteristics
can reasonably be compared.

OUTPUTS
»» A literature review summarising the impacts of sealed verses unsealed roads, with benchmark
figures where the impacts have been quantified.
»» A research report on the amount and resulting impacts of dust and airborne pollution on the
chosen sealed and unsealed road links.
»» A list of recommendations based on the literature review and research into dust impacts and
intended to quantify the benefits available from road sealing so these can be included in road
project planning and prioritisation processes.

Road sealing works in Boulia Shire

Hauling cane in Mareeba Shire
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PROJECT 3
Connecting with Inland Rail
PURPOSE
To identify the expected impacts and opportunities for the IQ-RAP network associated with the Melbourne
to Brisbane Inland Rail link, focusing on road corridors that link with an intermodal facility at Toowoomba.

RATIONALE
Australia has a long history of supporting innovation including the use of high productivity freight
vehicles (HPFV); the introduction of the Performance Based Standards (PBS) regulatory scheme and
increases in individual axle groups limits; higher mass limits (HML) and concessional mass limits (CML).
The benefits of HPFVs have been well explored and the returns are arguably diminishing, whereas the
benefits of connecting our road corridors with rail and improved efficiency when loading and unloading
offer great potential.
The Melbourne to Brisbane Inland Rail project is likely to include an intermodal facility at Toowoomba. The
Melbourne to Brisbane rail investment will reduce travel times and increase productivity and freight flows
along the corridor. An intermodal facility enables road to rail transfer of freight from inland Queensland
to destinations in New South Wales and Victoria. This has the potential to increase freight flows on roads
in the south west of Queensland to take advantage of the improved service and divert some north south
flows from the Bruce Highway onto corridors further west that link directly to Toowoomba.
InterLinkSQ is already developing an intermodal terminal and rail service from Toowoomba to the Port
of Brisbane for producers and businesses to consolidate operations, facilitate an efficient transmodal
service and improve access to domestic and international markets. The facility is on the existing rail line,
8km from the Wellcamp international airport and is strategically located at the junction of three major
highways, the Gore, Warrego and New England, with connectivity to the Toowoomba Second Range
Crossing.
The Building Better Regions Fund of the Australian Government has funded a rail hub at Morven in
the south west, involving construction of road-train loading and unloading facilities, rail loading and
unloading facilities, cattle yards for spelling and drafting, a live-weight livestock weighing facility and
associated storage and amenities facilities. GrainCorp have also proposed a rail loader investment at
Dalby, west of Toowoomba, with the potential to increase road freight flows into Dalby for transfer to the
rail line to Toowoomba and beyond.
The business case for Inland Rail and strategic assessments of freight volumes and related road corridors
have recently been completed. The information in these reports should be assessed and compared to
identify the broader potential impacts of these freight productivity investments across the IQ-RAP
network links.

SCOPE OF WORKS
»» A literature review and analysis of the available information on the freight flows and intermodal
opportunities associated with the Toowoomba intermodal facility on the Melbourne to Brisbane
Inland Rail project and associated investments.
»» Mapping of the potential impacts across the IQ-RAP network links to identify where substantial
changes could occur.
»» The development of recommendations that would enhance future prioritisation of investments
across the IQ-RAP road network.

OUTPUTS
A report on the potential impacts of a Toowoomba intermodal facility on the IQ-RAP network, with
recommendations that would enhance future prioritisation of investments.
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PROJECT 4
Learnings from the Outback Way
PURPOSE
To learn from the successful advocacy, planning and delivery of the Outback Way upgrading from
Queensland, through Northern Territory to Western Australia. To identify opportunities to improve the
IQ-RAP and stakeholder engagement.

RATIONALE
The Outback Way provides a 2,800 km trans-national link between Western Australia and Queensland.
The upgrading of the Outback Way increases accessibility, contributing to the economic well-being of
many isolated communities and creating opportunities for the mining, tourism and pastoral sectors.
As far as tourism promotion is concerned, the Outback Way has been marketed as Australia’s longest
shortcut with traveller numbers constantly increasing.
Improving the link between East and West has provided opportunities within the mining sector by opening
up access to further exploration, facilitating the movement of mining equipment and contributing to
equipment movement cost reduction through travel time reductions. The Outback Way has improved the
capacity to transport freight more efficiently, linking rail hubs of Kalgoorlie, Alice Springs and Winton
along with easier transportation of freight to Darwin.
Many of the benefits and learnings associated with the strategic development and marketing of
the Outback Way, if replicated could be anticipated to be obtained on other similar routes. Remote
communities across Australia could benefit from an understanding of how this visionary project was
established and how they achieved successes in obtaining joint government investments for this link. This
will assist other freight and drive tourism corridors to develop and portray their projects for favourable
funding decisions and delivery.

SCOPE OF WORKS
An in-depth analysis of all documentation prepared during the planning, design and delivery of the
Outback Way and stakeholder interviews, identifying the factors that contributed toward successful
progress. These could include:
»» What stakeholder engagement process established momentum for this vision?
»» What criteria were used to fund this road?
»» How is the project delivering on its objectives?
»» What hurdles needed to be overcome?
»» What outcomes are being achieved?
»» Lessons learnt to apply to other remote road funding opportunities.
The development of recommendations that would enhance the prospects of success for future proposals
across the IQ-RAP road network.

OUTPUTS
A report on the factors that led to successful funding and delivery of the Outback Way and lessons
learned that would enhance the prospects of success for future proposals across the IQ-RAP road
network and for the development of Northern Australia more generally.
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PROJECT 5
Road Safety Ratings
PURPOSE
To improve road safety and optimise the road spend by completing the star rating of the Local Roads
of Regional Significance (LRRS) in the IQ-RAP network of key road corridors based on their design,
condition and use data, utilising agreed International Road Assessment Program (iRAP) and Austroads
methodologies.

RATIONALE
The purpose of roads star rating is to drive safety improvements on roads where large numbers are killed
or seriously injured. It is a global methodology to identify high risk roads that will benefit from road
infrastructure improvements, generate effective and economic countermeasure programmes and as a
performance tracking measure to assess safety outcomes and policies.
Substantial advancements have been made in the quality, consistency and acceptance of road safety
ratings provided by iRAP. The Queensland Transport and Main Roads Department (TMR) has led the
way in Australia in recent years by star rating the entire state-controlled road network. This valuable
data supplements other road condition and use data, resulting in greater safety benefits through better
optimisation of the road construction and maintenance budget.
In regional parts of Queensland, there are a number of Local Roads of Regional Significance (LRRS)
that should be included when optimising the major freight, resource, agricultural and tourism benefits
available on different corridors. Although many are owned by local government, the state contributes
toward the LRRS through the Regional Road and Transport Groups (RRTGs) that facilitate regional
cooperation and better planning. The LRRS corridors included in IQ-RAP should be star rated so that this
information can be used to optimise the entire network, rather than just the state-controlled corridors.
As TMR already provides funding for the LRRS network, it is in all parties’ interest for better data over the
whole network to be utilised in planning.
ARRB is the Centre of Excellence for iRAP and has worked with road authorities and auto clubs in the
assessment and star rating of roads in Australia and the Asia-Pacific Region. ARRB undertook the latest
star rating assessment of the Queensland state-controlled roads, funded by TMR. TMR is aware of the
benefits of having the LRRS network assessed and is currently working with ARRB and the Roads Alliance
to star rate the LRRS subject to part funding from the various councils. ARRB supports a star rating of
the entire IQ-RAP network.

SCOPE OF WORKS
»» Identify the IQ-RAP network links that have not yet been star rated by TMR.
»» Engage a consultant such as ARRB to gather the data and star rate the remainder of the LRRS links
in IQ-RAP and add these to the existing TMR star ratings.
»» Further analysis of crash data would add value if feasible.
»» This information then informs all future local and state government planning and programming
of work on these corridors, leading to safety benefits and better optimisation of the existing road
spend.

OUTPUTS
»» Star ratings for the IQ-RAP network made available to all organisations working to improve road
safety or better optimise the road spend.
»» A report on the star ratings of the full IQ-RAP network, utilising the new LRRS data and the
previously generated TMR data.
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PROJECT 6
Reliable Access for Remote Communities
PURPOSE
To identify the economic, social and environmental benefits realised when a remote road link is sufficiently
upgraded to dramatically reduce the frequency and duration of any road closures from extreme weather
and other events.

RATIONALE
Transport networks are fundamental to our society as they provide the services of mobility and accessibility,
and aim to provide consistent and predictable services. However, the transport network is vulnerable to
the impacts of many external factors which can hinder its ability to provide its intended services.
Improving the resilience of road networks is instrumental in maximising the economic, social and
environmental benefits for remote communities. The effectiveness of resilient infrastructure is largely
dependent on its ability to anticipate, absorb, adapt to, and/or rapidly recover from disruptive events.
This covers the ability for transport infrastructure managers to plan/prepare in attempting to withstand,
recover and adapt according to cyclical, proactive and holistic risk management systems.
Reducing the vulnerability of infrastructure (and increasing its resilience) is of fundamental importance
to current and future transport planning. Disruptions to networks can occur from natural, man-made,
accidental, deliberate, benign or malevolent impacts, and assessment of the costs, impacts and extent of
these are of high importance.
A high frequency of disruption and extended time periods of isolation inhibit remote communities from
investing in their future as they cannot ensure reliable access to market for outputs or reliable and
quality experiences for tourists and locals. It is difficult and expensive to attract people to a location
where they cannot rely on levels of access that are almost universally available in most cities and rural
areas. A lack of access can also disrupt education in remote and Indigenous areas, leading to reduced
long-term employment and other social consequences. A lack of access also adds substantial costs during
disruptions when alternative means of delivery of goods and services are necessary to provide for urgent
needs. An example of this is the additional health service costs of Air Ambulances.
Better long term governance of our rural and remote road network requires a thorough understanding
of the costs and impacts of access disruptions in order to better define minimum and desired levels of
service and the economic, social and environmental benefits realised through reductions in the frequency
and extent of disruptions.
Associated convenience, productivity, safety and amenity benefits of upgraded roads that are smoother
and wider will also add value to the communities served by them. This could result in growth in drive
tourism and more residents choosing to stay in the community rather than feeling forced to migrate to
larger centres. These additional benefits could be the difference between spiralling population declines
and sustainable communities.

SCOPE OF WORKS
»» Engage a consultant to complete a literature review on the impacts of frequent or extended access
disruptions for remote communities and road corridors.
»» Also investigate the impacts of the potential associated convenience, productivity, safety and
amenity benefits realised when a road is upgraded to make it more disaster resilient.
»» Analyse the impacts of two recent case studies relevant to short and long duration disruptions for
Queensland road corridors and remote communities.
»» Conduct community and stakeholder interviews and gather available data to quantify any costs and
cost drivers where possible.
»» The research would assess and quantify the nature of the economic, social and environmental
impacts and the benefits realised when the disruptions are substantially reduced.
»» This information would inform road project planning and prioritisation processes.
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OUTPUTS
»» A literature review summarising existing research on the impacts of frequent or extended access
disruptions for remote communities and road corridors and the impact of convenience, productivity,
safety and amenity benefits of upgraded roads on remote community residents’ intentions to leave
or remain.
»» A research report on the impacts and potential costs of two recent access disruptions in Queensland
impacting key road corridors and remote communities.
»» A list of recommendations based on the literature review and research, intended to quantify the
impacts of access disruptions and benefits available from upgrades that reduce the frequency and
duration of road closures.

Bogged road trains losing valuable time on a narrow sealed road in McKinlay Shire

Flooded road cutting off communities in Carpentaria Shire
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PROJECT 7
Remote and Indigenous Employment Impacts
PURPOSE
To identify the immediate and on-going sustainable job numbers that result from the road upgrade
projects identified in IQ-RAP 2 and the wider economic and social impacts of these jobs across the
regional, remote and Indigenous communities. Investigate potential impacts on youth unemployment,
long-term unemployment and training and skills development in the local areas. Identify the impacts by
federal and state electorates and local government areas.

RATIONALE
Road upgrade projects identified in IQ-RAP have the potential to have a very positive social impact
particularly within remote Indigenous communities. Road infrastructure and upgrade projects can create
local business and job opportunities and lead to increased skill development in youth and young adults.
In addition, local businesses and jobs provide economic benefit to local communities through increased
income and economic circulation within the community.
Many regional, remote and Indigenous communities suffer from higher levels of unemployment and are
losing their young adult population to larger centres due to a lack of local job opportunities. Local jobs
that result from road upgrades, especially where they are part of a long-term capital upgrade program,
provide a range of economic and social benefits for the remote communities. This could include:
»» New business development opportunities
»» Reduced unemployment
»» Reduced Indigenous, youth or long-term unemployment
»» More training and skills development services
»» Increased income circulating amongst local businesses
»» Stop the spiral of population loss in remote and very remote areas while also providing opportunities
in higher than average population growth areas
»» Reduced social disadvantage
»» Reduced crime and violence.
The jobs that result from the road upgrade projects provide opportunities for Indigenous and young
people to be productive and positively contribute to society. This will help make the remote communities
more sustainable and interrupt some of the negative spiralling impacts associated with a lack of
opportunity. Where they are well targeted to areas of social disadvantage, the wider economic and
social benefits associated with the additional jobs and training could form a substantial component of
the total benefits of the road upgrade projects. One of the training benefits would be for a cohort of
disadvantaged in remote areas to obtain driver licences. This has been shown to prevent young adults
from entering the criminal justice system through unlicensed driving.
The labour component and any local skills training required for road upgrade projects are treated only
as costs in conventional Cost Benefit Analysis. Where much of that skills training and labour cost goes
to reducing unemployment and welfare expenses, and it delivers other community benefits as described
above, these wider economic and social benefits should be calculated and included in project analysis.
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SCOPE OF WORKS
»» Engage a consultant to analyse the proposed road upgrade program across the IQ-RAP network and
determine the expected job numbers from the different type of projects and extent of expenditure.
»» Also estimate the type of skills required and training needs for the different job types and their
expected distribution across federal and state electorates and local governments.
»» Based on ABS and other data, existing benchmarks and frameworks, estimate the impacts on
unemployment and seek to quantify, where feasible, the wider economic and social benefits
resulting from the additional jobs and training.
»» Utilise a case study approach, potentially utilising the Savannah Way corridor, to describe the
potential impact of several additional jobs in a range of small communities, some of which are
suffering from population decline while others are experiencing population growth.
»» Explore impacts on housing and the provision of local health, education and other services.

OUTPUTS
»» A spreadsheet of expected job numbers associated with IQ-RAP 2 investments with explanations
of assumptions and methodology used, by job and skill type, federal and state electorate and local
government area.
»» A report on the wider economic and social benefits resulting from the additional jobs and training,
with detail on the data sources, benchmarks and frameworks used. One or several case studies to
describe the potential impact of additional jobs in small communities suffering population decline
or experiencing population growth.

Road workers in Central Highlands
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PROJECT 8
Drive Tourism Potential Across IQ-RAP
PURPOSE
To identify the potential for increased drive and coach tourism visits resulting from improvements to the
network of sealed and more resilient routes across outback Queensland.

RATIONALE
The tourism sector has great potential to earn more revenue. Outback Domestic overnight visitation
increased by 9.1% to 792,000 in the three years ending June 2017. This visitation growth and an
increasing average spend per night resulted in expenditure growth of 6.9% to a record high of $501.6
million.
The growth trend is welcome and requires mechanisms to support it, but the totals remain a tiny portion
of the coastal tourism levels. It appears there remain barriers to industry growth and many tourists
are reluctant to travel on unsealed roads especially when there is uncertainty that a storm may cause
extensive disruption. Some international tourists visit the outback on flights to Alice Springs, and many
drive long distances such as from Sydney to Cairns, but relatively few drive to outback destinations.
This is despite Australia being renown for the sheer scale and openness of the outback, a chance for an
adventure.
A review of existing research, industry stakeholders and major tourist markets is required to identify the
existing obstacles to growth and determine the nature and extent of changes required to create a step
increase in outback drive tourism. This would support any further work undertaken by CSIRO TraNSIT on
drive tourism volumes.
This will deliver on Tourism Australia’s “Tourism 2020” strategy that states under strategic area four that
“Governments will work in partnership with industry to ensure the supply of transport capacity and
infrastructure continues to move ahead of demand and facilitates, rather than hinders, tourism traffic.”

SCOPE OF WORKS
»» Conduct a literature review to identify existing research on domestic and international drive tourism
factors that could impact outback Queensland and support the Tourism 2020 strategy.
»» Conduct a series of industry stakeholder interviews and focus groups across the major domestic
and international tourism market groups.
»» From the resulting insight, develop and implement a survey with a minimum three languages
and 1,000 responses to quantify the obstacles and potential benefits available if the obstacles are
addressed.

OUTPUTS
»» A research report based on the literature review, stakeholder interviews, focus groups and
quantitative survey, detailing the existing obstacles and potential for increases in domestic and
international drive tourism for outback Queensland.
»» The survey data is to be provided in a format that assists in calculating the monetary benefit derived
from drive tourism when a relevant road upgrade is completed.
»» The report will include a list of recommendations to increase drive tourism in outback Queensland
and deliver on strategy area four of Tourism 2020.
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PROJECT 9
Incorporate Learnings in IQ-RAP 3
PURPOSE
To assemble the learnings and data from the eight prior projects and use these in an update of IQ-RAP
to be delivered in 2020, two years after the current update due in May 2018.

RATIONALE
IQ-RAP partners have been working together since 2013 and have funded the development of IQ-RAP
and its advocacy, achieving wide recognition of the power of the alliance that has been formed and the
quality of the work undertaken
The vast majority of IQ-RAP partners have remained committed to this long-term project, with 28
councils and their six RRTGs, five RDA Committees and RACQ supporting the update on data and analysis
to create IQ-RAP 2 which will be completed by May 2018. This partnership, through the Secretariat, has
developed this funding submission for further research into improved economic and social analysis for
regional and remote roads.
There are eight other projects in this submission that together would deliver substantial learnings and
improve the capacity for IQ-RAP, and other networks of regional and remote stakeholders, to put forward
more robust businesses cases for road capital upgrades.
The final component of this program of works is to incorporate the learnings and new data into a further
update of IQ-RAP and any related models so that any network improvements are informed by and
optimised through the improved economic and social analysis.
If feasible, the IQ-RAP team would also engage with the CSIRO Transport Network Strategic Investment
Tool (TraNSIT) to explore any new web facility that may allow the data sets to be combined to further
improve prioritisation and scenario testing. TraNSIT uses a large but narrowly focussed dataset and there
is great potential to include other datasets such as truck speed and location and type, road condition
data, traffic probe data, safety ratings, and heavy vehicle infrastructure ratings.

SCOPE OF WORKS
»» Review outputs from all economic and social analysis projects in this program and assembled
learnings report. Use the learnings and any new data that is available to adjust processes in
assessing costs and benefits and in performing multi-criteria assessment of road project options.
»» Obtain agreement to incorporate the new processes and data sources into an upgraded IQ-RAP
from the IQ-RAP Working Group.
»» Deliver the analysis and documentation required for a draft updated IQ-RAP.
»» Explore opportunities to integrate data with the CSIRO TraNSIT model.
»» Finalise IQ-RAP following feedback from the Working Group and stakeholders.

OUTPUTS
»» Report into proposed new data and processes to be used for an updated IQ-RAP.
»» Draft IQ-RAP 3.
»» Final IQ-RAP 3.
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PROJECT 10
IQ-RAP Social and Economic Program
Management
PURPOSE
To ensure the nine projects in the IQ-RAP Social and Economic Analysis package are effectively managed
and delivered on time and budget.

RATIONALE
The large IQ-RAP network of funding partners and other stakeholders requires Secretariat support. This
has been performed by the RDA Townsville and North West Queensland (RDA) Committee largely on
a pro-bono basis to date. The Social and Economic Analysis program also requires professional skills
across the transport, tourism, resource and agricultural sectors and across the disciplines of economics,
behavioural and social issues, as delivery is expected from a diverse range of contractors. A specific focus
on program management is required to ensure that IQ-RAP and the suite of projects are cohesive and
together deliver the desired outcomes. The IQ-RAP Working Group owns the project outcomes but is
made up of representatives who cannot devote the amount of time and rigour required for the detailed
development of Terms of Reference and on-going management of nine diverse projects. This project
funds the on-going Secretariat and program management function to ensure successful delivery on
behalf of the Working Group.

SCOPE OF WORKS
»» Provide Secretariat functions through RDA or another organisation if decided by the IQ-RAP
Working Group.
»» Employ suitable consultants or contractors to develop the detailed Terms of Reference and conduct
all aspects of program and project management of the nine projects that make up the IQ-RAP
Economic and Social Analysis Program.
»» Prepare a progress report for every IQ-RAP Working Group meeting, with advice on all decisions
that are required to be made. Implement those decisions as required.
»» Ensure that all projects are delivered on time and budget and are presented in a manner that is
consistent with the other projects and can be integrated into a whole program report.

OUTPUTS
»» Final Terms of Reference and tender documentation for the 9 projects.
»» Shortlisting of 2-4 preferred offers and selection recommendations to the IQ-RAP WG for the 9
projects.
»» Regular progress reports covering the 9 projects.
»» Exception reports as required to ensure all projects are delivered on time and budget.
»» Final report summarising outcomes from the 9 projects, with learnings and recommendations for
improving economic and social analysis of regional and remote roads.
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